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A Crisis Managed

KENNEDY HAD ACHIEVED his core political objective of removing the missiles. By
avoiding making Castro the issue, it was easier to agree to a deal that required a
promise not to invade Cuba. If the overthrow of Castro had been the issue, he
would have found it more difficult to back down. It was this, as much as the more
often quoted lesson of allowing Khrushchev to “save face,” that made the final
deal possible. Moscow was never in any doubt about what was required; the only
question was what could they extract from Washington in return. If the crisis had
been concluded in less of a panic, then the actual deal might have served as the
foundation for a more general reassessment of American relations with Cuba.

The tenuous link between the missiles in Turkey and Cuba had been an
enormous distraction, giving both countries an anxious day, which could have had
grave consequences if an immediate reprisal to the loss of the U-2 had been
authorized. The undertaking to Khrushchev on the removal of the missiles was
important as an earnest of Kennedy’s goodwill, but as it was not part of the public
record, it was irrelevant to the political fallout, domestic and international, of the
crisis. Indeed, the assumption was that Moscow had been successfully rebuffed.

By the time of the Cuban crisis, according to one of the architects of flexibe
response, “top levels of our government had been permeated by the notion of a
program of mounting pressures. It was natural that we started with a quarantine
and then move on, gradually.” Yet in practice, this strategy of mounting pressures
to convince the adversary to back down was followed only for a while and was
coming under severe strain as the crisis closed. Events did nothing to discredit the
choice of quarantine, which had been started off at a sufficiently modest level for
it to be extended further if need be. But with the pace of construction at the
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missile sites being stepped up, sooner rather than later the president would have
faced either the embarrassment of the successful installation of a Soviet missile
base or else air strikes and even an invasion. By Friday, 26 October, he had
concluded that the quarantine by itself would not remove the missiles—he put the
options as either invading Cuba or trading, and put like that, there was little

doubting the president’s preference.1 However as the looming choice compelled
Kennedy to seek a compromise, he was fortunate that it had the same effect on
Khrushchev. The settlement came out of a fear of an imminent violent clash.

By this time the frayed nerves of the participants were apparent to all
involved. Their fears that the crisis was moving into a new and dangerous stage
were palpable. On the evening of 27 October, as the balance in the internal U.S.
debate shifted toward the more drastic options, McNamara considered an invasion

“almost inevitable” and wondered whether he would ever see another Saturday.2

Part of the problem was sheer fatigue; on 27 October Hilsman delivered the news
of the accidental entry by a U-2 into Soviet airspace and then almost collapsed,

not having slept for thirty hours. Kennedy sent him home to bed.3 Dobrynin

describes Robert Kennedy at their meeting that same day as looking exhausted.4

On the Soviet side Khrushchev’s Friday message indicated signs of panic, as he
provided some graphic images of the consequences of a failure to solve the crisis:

If people do not show wisdom, then in the final analysis warning: they
will come to a clash, like blind moles, and then reciprocal extermination
will begin.... [W]e and you ought not to pull on the ends of the rope in
which you have tied the knot of war, because the more the two of us pull,
the tighter that knot will be tied. And a moment may come when that
knot will be tied so tight that even he who tied it will not have the
strength to untie it, and then it will be necessary to cut it, and what that
would mean is not for me to explain to you, because you yourself

understand perfectly of what terrible forces our countries dispose.5
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When the end of the crisis came on 28 October the initial assumption was that this

was prompted by the fear of war.6 Kennedy observed to Khrushchev:
“Developments were approaching a point where events could have become

unmanageable.”7 His convictions on this were reinforced by the reactions of
LeMay and Anderson on Sunday morning. The former, railing against “the
greatest defeat in our history,” wanted to attack in any case, the latter felt
betrayed. The Joint Chiefs had interpreted Khrushchev’s statement as “efforts to
delay direct action by the United States while preparing the ground for diplomatic
blackmail.” They still wanted an air strike followed soon after by an invasion.

Kennedy was shocked.8 He commented that the “first advice” he would give his
successor was “to watch the generals” and not to think that “just because they

were military men their opinions on military matters were worth a damn.”9

This did not mean that he wanted a contrary reputation for being conciliatory.
The first impressions—assiduously nurtured—stressed the president’s cool nerve

during an extraordinarily dangerous situation.10 The most notorious “instant
history” was written for the Saturday Evening Post by two of Kennedy’s journalist
friends, Charles Bartlett and Stewart Alsop. It disparaged Stevenson’s role with the
comment “Adlai wanted a Munich”—a remark Kennedy had not removed when

sent a draft.11 Stevenson defended himself vigorously, putting Kennedy on the
spot. Was he to defend the liberals’ favorite or a version of events he had helped
to manufacture? As might be expected, he avoided repudiating the article while
giving tepid support to the ambassador. The article also gave prominence to the

idea of crisis management as a contest between hawks and doves.12 Kennedy’s
instincts during the crisis had been dovish, but he did not want too dovish a public
image.

LOOSE ENDS

The crisis took time to wind down. The speed with which events had moved meant
that the agreement—no invasion for no offensive base—was half-baked. The
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Russians had made firm promises to remove offensive weapons without clarifying
what this included or what the Americans were really offering in return. No better
agreement was ever reached, because Castro would not permit the Russians to
accept a core American condition of inspections on Cuban territory. Tedious
negotiations took place at the UN to formalize the understandings reached at the
end of October. They involved Stevenson and McCloy on the American side and
Vasily Kuznetsov on the Soviet side, with Anastas Mikoyan camped in Havana
trying to coax the Cubans along. They ended on 7 January 1963 with a bland

paragraph, having gone through numerous drafts of more detailed statements.13

The Americans were able to push the Russians to remove the Il-28 aircraft,
claiming they were offensive weapons. Khrushchev had hoped he could avoid
removing these along with the missiles, and this argument continued into
November with Khrushchev aware that American invasion preparations had not
yet stopped. Kennedy himself considered the aircraft a secondary issue but knew
that his Washington critics considered this something of a test.

In discussions through the Robert Kennedy–Bolshakov back channel (the last
time it was used) the idea of allowing Khrushchev to remove the aircraft quietly
by a given date, as the United States had privately agreed to do with the Turkish
missiles, appeared as a sensible compromise. Castro, however, was getting
increasingly restless with the situation and at one point instructed his own air
defenses to prepare to fire at American surveillance aircraft. Khrushchev appeared
to be playing for time, but with a presidential press conference looming and no
firm agreement on outstanding issues, Kennedy deployed what was becoming a
familiar tactic. He combined a major concession—an end to demands for on-site
inspection—with an ultimatum. Again it worked. Castro had not wanted to be
blamed for yet another crisis and was relieved that at least he did not have to
endure American inspectors. He gave his blessing to the removal of the aircraft.
The Kremlin had already decided that they would be removed. On 20 November
Kennedy was able to announce that the crisis was properly over. The Il-28s would
leave within thirty days. The quarantine would now end. On-site inspection had
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not been agreed to but, he reassured his audience, American surveillance aircraft
could do the job. He did not add that out of deference to Castro’s ire there would

be no low-level flights for the time being.14

Khrushchev attempted without success to pin the Americans down on the
Turkey trade. On 28 October he wrote to Kennedy confirming his understanding
of the arrangement and the need for secrecy but adding that it had been an

important factor in his decision to bring the crisis to a close.15 Dobrynin handed it
to Robert Kennedy the next day. The attorney general took the letter back to his
house. It appears to have brought home to him the arrangement’s potential for
political embarrassment. All those on the American side who were present when it
was agreed to make the promise had pledged themselves to secrecy. While the
meeting had been under way Rusk had rung to ensure that Dobrynin was made to
understand that the prospect of the missiles being removed from Turkey was to be

treated as information and not a public pledge.16 Robert had impressed on
Dobrynin the importance of secrecy (“so the correspondents don’t find out”) on

Sunday.17 Only now did he write up his report on Saturday’s meeting, stressing his
comments on the impossibility of a formal quid pro quo and adding a single
sentence on the promise to take out missiles in Turkey before penciling it out. He
returned Khrushchev’s letter to Dobrynin saying that the understanding stood and
the two could keep in touch on its implementation, but the matter was simply too
delicate to be written down.

He told Dobrynin frankly that one reason for this was that the sudden
appearance of any record “could cause irreparable damage to my political career

in the future.”18 Ironically it was Robert who later decided to reveal the
arrangement in furtherance of his political career, in his account of the crisis that

was published posthumously in 1969.19 This revelation led to some indignation.
Not only Robert’s but also John’s career had been assisted by the firm denial of
any deal involving Turkey. Bundy later acknowledged, “We... encouraged the

conclusion that it had been enough to stand firm on that Saturday.”20 The
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president had been portrayed as exercising steely resolve, thwarting a last-minute
attempt to undermine the Atlantic alliance. The thanks of the Turkish government
were received for the refusal to do a deal, as Rusk reassured Ormsby-Gore that
“there had been no ‘cozy deals’ in connection with the change in the Soviet

position.”21

The issue needs to be kept in perspective. It was not necessary to clinch the
overall deal and played no part in Khrushchev’s decision to respond positively to
Kennedy’s letter, which was largely influenced by the fear of matters getting out
of hand. Khrushchev himself later described the pledge as symbolic because of the

obsolescence of the weapons.22 Moreover, the promise could not have been made
in public because it would then have been necessary to put it through the NATO
Council. The idea of European interests being traded in this way could have
caused a rumpus. Khrushchev would certainly have understood this, and he made
no attempt to press the matter. Castro was already livid because of the original
proposal, convinced that his country had been put at risk as a bargaining chip to

remove a marginal threat to the Soviet Union.23 The Americans had their own
reasons to get rid of the Jupiters and had been trying to do so before the crisis.
The only concession was that they would now override any Turkish objections,
using arguments other than a deal with Moscow.

Kennedy appears to have set matters in motion on Monday morning by telling
Rusk to contact McNamara, who then told John McNaughton to get a group
working on the missiles’ removal by 1 April. State Department officials
complained about an unnecessary rush. On 14 December McNamara explained to
his Turkish opposite number that while the United States had firmly refused to
discuss the formal trade, they had been worried that if the United States struck
sites in Cuba, the Soviet Union would almost certainly respond by attacking the
Jupiter sites in Turkey. Therefore for Turkey’s sake the missiles should be
“promptly removed.” Any direct link with Turkey was obscured by parallel moves
with Italy. By 23 April 1963 the missiles had been dismantled. Kennedy wrote to
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Khrushchev with this news to reassure him that he had not been a victim of

American duplicity.24

Far more troublesome for Khrushchev were the difficulties he faced over
turning the no-invasion promise, Kennedy’s most important concession, into a
formal nonaggression pledge. Kennedy had allowed the promise to come over
during the end game of the crisis as being unconditional, which is not quite what
he intended. He recognized the pitfalls in stressing conditions in public, including
the damage that Khrushchev might do in return if he revealed his understanding of
the Turkish trade. Nonetheless he was not going to be pinned down by Khrushchev
and lose any more freedom of maneuver.

In his first letter of 26 October Khrushchev had asked for “assurances . . . that
the U.S. would not participate itself in an attack on Cuba and would restrain
others from actions of this sort.” The next letter hardened this into a demand for a
pledge to “respect the inviolability of Cuba’s borders and its sovereignty... not to
interfere in Cuba’s internal affairs, not to invade Cuba or make its territory

available as a bridgehead for such an invasion.”25 In his reply, Kennedy had only
promised to “give assurances against an invasion of Cuba” conditional upon the
removal of the weapons from Cuba under “appropriate United Nations
observation and supervision.” As he pointed out later, he had been careful to refer

only to an invasion and did “not exclude use of the threat of force.”26

Robert argued against conceding Khrushchev anything at all, saving even an
informal assurance as a bargaining chip for later. Kennedy disagreed: “We do not
want to convey to him that we are going back on what he considers to be our

bargain.”27 The day after announcing the formal end to the crisis, on 20
November, he wrote to Khrushchev that “there need be no fear of any invasion of
Cuba while matters take their present favorable course.” Khrushchev chose to
interpret the letter as saying that he had confirmed his commitment not to invade

Cuba.28 The conciliatory tone continued when Kennedy met with Mikoyan at the
end of November. Then he explained that he had no interest in Cuba’s internal
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developments, just in its “use as a springboard for subversion.” The first deputy
chairman of the Council of Ministers complained that Kennedy was going back on
his unconditional pledge, and he challenged the right of the United States to judge
the actions of other governments in this way. Kennedy repeated that it was not
the policy of his government to invade Cuba, but if the Soviet Union wanted a
binding document, then it would have to come with the necessary guarantees and
references to American obligations under the Rio Treaty. The alternative was a
simple statement that the United States did not intend to invade Cuba, which he

had already given in his press conference of 20 November.29

In his next letter to Khrushchev Kennedy returned to the issue:

We have never wanted to be driven by the acts of others into war with
Cuba. The other side of the coin, however, is that we do need to have
adequate assurances that all offensive weapons are removed from Cuba
and are not reintroduced, and that Cuba itself commits no aggressive acts
against any of the nations of the Western Hemisphere. As I understand
you, you feel confident that Cuba will not in fact engage in such
aggressive acts, and of course I already have your own assurance about

the offensive weapons.30

Khrushchev tried to improve on this through the UN talks, but the Americans stuck
to the position that the assurance was dependent upon both the permanent
removal of the offensive weapons and appropriate Cuban conduct. This was a
matter of great potential difficulty for Khrushchev. The no-invasion pledge was
the only thing he had rescued from the crisis, and he was using it as an example of
shining statesmanship in the Sino-Soviet exchanges. Any hedging on Kennedy’s
part offered the Chinese extra ammunition. It also made Soviet credibility a
hostage to Cuban good behavior at a time when that could not be guaranteed.

This issue was linked with the final piece of uncompleted business, the
continued presence of Soviet forces on the island. Kennedy had assumed that all
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troops were leaving, though Soviet wording had always been vague on this score.
In Khrushchev’s letter of 26 October he had indicated that without offensive
weapons “the necessity for the presence of [Soviet] military specialists in Cuba
would disappear.” In the November negotiations Kennedy had pressed this point,
but he could not claim that the removal of Soviet forces was obligatory. He could
only ask “whether a real normalization of the Cuba problem can be envisaged
while there remains in Cuba large numbers of Soviet military technicians and

major weapons systems and communications complexes under Soviet control.”31

This issue appeared less important than others, but gradually it dawned on the
administration that a residual Soviet presence posed a political problem even if its
military significance was marginal. It was another indication that October’s
triumph had been less than complete. After Kennedy referred in a January press
conference to between 16,000 and 17,000 Soviet troops, there was concern that
this might generate demands for action domestically. For this reason he was
anxious not to make too much of the Soviet presence. He was also unclear why
these troops had been kept on: perhaps to train Cubans to use conventional
equipment, or provide Castro with a guarantee against an American invasion, or
keep Castro himself under control.

On 21 February there appeared to be a breakthrough on this issue when
Dobrynin came to see Thompson to tell him that the Soviet Union intended to
withdraw several thousand military personnel who had been guarding the now
removed weapons and also some other military specialists involved in training. By
mid-March it could be confirmed that troops were withdrawing, but it was unclear
how many and what sort of capability would remain. A month later the evidence
was that some 4,000 personnel had withdrawn, but the remaining units appeared
to be moving into permanent installations in four encampments of about
battalion size with new equipment to support them. By this time it had been
accepted that there was little that could be done for the moment, however
irritating it might be that troops remained. The United States had used a figure of
21,000–22,000 Soviet troops at the height of the crisis, suggesting 17,000 were still
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left. We can only speculate on Washington’s reaction if it had been known that
the actual number was double this. Whether or not a more fulsome nonaggression
pledge by Kennedy would have done the trick was never explored. Kennedy was
explicit that it was better that Russian troops stay than he give a formal pledge,

even though the troops provided an argument against invading.32
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